
Procedure for pre-tuning: 
 
1. What is the desired resonant frequency for the pre-tuning? 
operation frequency: 352.2 MHz = f_pretuning+df 
frequency shifts between pre-tuning and operation: 

cause frequency shift df [kHz] 
 min max 
weld shrinkage (0.20mm per weld) -310 -310 
air to vacuum +103 +114 
temperature increase from 20°C -200 -160 
further changes between pre-tuning 
and welding 

 

sum -407 -356 
=> f_pretuning= 352.556 .. 352.607 MHz ~ 352.580 MHz 
 
2. Pre-tuning procedure 

what to do target frequency [MHz], remarks 

1. inserting tuners, nominal position 
df=+500 kHz, penetration depth 
(L~~25mm unprecise!!!), pre-tuning 
should be done in 1 step or 2 steps,  
Positions of fixed Tuners (1,3,4,5,7) 
L(df=+400kHz) 
Positions of movable Tuners (2,6) 
L(df=+500kHz) 

f_pretuning + dfx,   
pretuners inserted by L= … mm 

2. tuning of field distribution with 
tuners for desired profile (flat field or 
banana) 

 

3. correlate tuner positions and 
resonant frequency to change of tuning 
rings 
df_all= f_pi_measured - f_pi_desired 
L_n => df_n_L 
df_n= df_all - df_n_L 
 
change in height of tuning ring: 
dh_n ~  - df_n 

example 
f_pi_measured=353.800MHz, 
f_pi_desired=    352.580MHz 
df_all=                 +1.220MHz 
L_3= 26mm, L_n_ref= 22mm 
df_3_L= +80kHz 
df_3= +1.140MHz 
dh_3= -5.2mm  (for df_3=0, dh_3 would be i.e. 
dh_3=-5.3mm) 

4. moving all tuners out by the same 
amount dL and monitoring df as a 
check of the calibration curve for the 
tuners, checking dh_n calculations 

 

5. precise labeling / numbering of 
cylinders, and discs.  
!!! discs also need to have the 
indication which cylinder is on which 
side  
!!! left and right tuning ring on each 
cylinder needs to be treated differently 
in general!!! 
end cells: frequency shift on disc side 
treated as no all other discs, end cell 
dh_end related to dR_end 

 



6. machning  
7. tuning, 
 
 
 
remaining frequency difference to 
desired frequency should be in the 
range of  
[-200kHz to +130kHz] 
otherwise considerer further tuning 
step 

tuning range: -400kHz to +500kHz 
keeping reserve for weld shrinkage ±200kHz 
and for thermal effects ±100kHz 
additionally, a light pre-tuning step can be done 
where only the end cells are touched df=-30kHz 
=> tuners and light pre-tuning can be used to 
compensate pre-tuning errors of -130kHz to 
+200kHz (slightly bigger values are also 
acceptable) 
 

8. tuning of end cells only for last 
decrease in frequency, if desired 

 

 
 
What to do: 
mesh 1.8 or 1.5 or 1.0mm 
1. calculate calibration curves for tuners, intermediate cell, end cell, central cell 
2. calculate precise calibration curves for tuning rings 
3. tuning algorithm for flat field tuning 
4. which field level in central cell (7% wider gap) 
 
 
 
Considerations for end cell tuning: 

• used dimensions: dR_end= 100mm,  dL_end=28.0mm 
if 60mm shall be preserved for the nose, dR_end could be extended to ~200mm, i.e. df_end~ 
-4MHz 

• field flatness is extremely sensitive to end cell tuning: 
dR_end: 100mm -> 100.9mm -> df_end ~ -100kHz 
df_end_cells_1,7= +100kHz => df_pi-mode ~ 28.1kHz only  (~100kHz*2/7) 
    but field error of 2.7% in bad mood direction 
df_end_cells_1,7= -100kHz => df_pi-mode ~ -29.0kHz, field error ~2.8% (good mood)  
=>  a 2nd tuning step with end cell tuning could decreased by 50 to 60 kHz 

 
 
 


